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PREFACE 
The analysis of continuous structures of variable moment of inertia 
by moment distributiop or slope deflection equations is a laborious pro-
cesso The carry-over ~oment procedure (1) has certain advantages over 
these two methods in that no solutions of simultaneous equations are 
required and no distribution of moments is necessaryo Analysis by this 
method, however, requires the evaluation of certain constants that are 
not readily available in existing tableso 
In this thesis mathematical expressions and a computer program are 
developed to evaluate constants for beams with parabolic hauncheso 
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CHAPTER I 
DEFINITION OF BEAM CONSTANTS 
lo GeneraL 
The analysis of continuous beams by carry-over moments Tequires the 
evaluation of certain constants which are defined as either angular func-
tions or moment functions of a simple beamo An isolated span of a con= 
tinuous beam of variable cross-section is considered. The location of 
the cross-section is given by the ordinates x and x 9 (Fig. 1-1). 
Cf r=== .· 
L X .I. 
L 
T 
~ 
:I 
Fig. 1-1.~Isolated Span of Continuous Beam. 
/ /~. 
2. Angular Functions. 
{a) Angular Flexibilities. The angular flexibility is the end slope 
of a simple beam due to a unit couple applied at that end. For the given 
beam (Fig. 1-2) 11 _ l x2dx F;sA -2 EI 
L O x 
(l~la) 
1 
2 
(1-lb) 
(b) Carry-Over Values. The carry-over value is the end sl'Ope of a 
simple bea.m due to a unit couple applied at the far end (Fig. 1-2). 
1 
M=l 
_ 1 xx'dx 
1 
GBA- 2 Eix 
L 0 
F· AB 
M.= 1 
Fig. 1-2.-Angular Beam Functions. 
Substituting the identity 
x' = 1 - x 
and rearranging Eqs. (1-lb, 2) gives 
_ 1 xdx 
1 
G- L EI - FBA 
Q X 
11 - dx F AB - EI - 2G - FBA 
0 X 
L 
(1-2) 
® 
I 
(1-3) 
(1-4) 
3 
(c) Angular~ Functions. The angular load functions are the end 
slopes of a simple beam. due to applied trailsverse 'loads. 
Live Load. If' a tait load is applied to the beam (Fig. 1-.3)., the 
angular load functions !re 
T (LL) _ {Ln x2dx {Ln xdx BA - nl:,G + · - n:.:· - n EI 
Q X Q X 
T(LL) = . L l- G + F - dx J + xdx - y(LL) JLn ' lLn AB n AB El El BA 
· · X X 0 0 
P=l L 1-n 
L 
® 
y(LL) 
BA 
Fig. 1-J.-Angular Live Load Functions. 
i (1-5) 
(1-6) 
Loaded 
Beam 
Elastic 
· Curve 
Uniform Load. If a uniform load of intensity w is applied to the 
beam (Fig. 1-4), the angular load functions are 
(UL) - efoL x2ax _.1!.lL x3ax 
TBA - 2 EI 21 EI 
Q X Q X 
(1-?a) 
y(UL) - wL1 1 xdx.. - wl1 x2ax - y(UL) AB -2 EI 2 EI BA 0 
Q X Q X 
(l-?b) 
A 
L 
® 
T(UL) 
BA 
Fig. 1-4.-Angular .· Uniform Load Functions. 
In terms of Eqs. (1-la,2) Eqs. (l-7a,7b) become 
. 2 11 3 T(UL) = W~ F ~ .. x d:.k 
BA 2 BA - 21 Eix 
0 
2 y(UL) = wL G _ y(UL) 
AB 2 BA 
Loaded 
Beam 
Elastic 
Curve 
4 
(1-8) 
(1-9) 
,Haunch Loads. The angular load functions due to the dead load of 
the right haunch (Fig. 1-5) are . 
(1.i..1oa) 
11 r1 T(HL) _ ~ xdx _ p J [x-L(l-t3)].4xdx _ T(H.L) 
AB - 12 EI 12 (f3L)2 EI BA 0 0 X L(l-t3) X 
(1--lOb) 
where 
p = Them&*imUlll intensity of the haunch load as shown in 
Fig. (1-5). 
~ 
Lf3 L,B 
L 
Figo 1-5.-Angular .. Haunch Load Func.tions. 
In terms of Eqso (1-la,3), Eqs. (1-lOa,b) become .. 
7 (111) _ pf}12 F . p lL [x-1(1-,g)] 4xdx 
BA - 12 BA "" 12i:1213 . E~ . 
. f-' 1(1-,B) 
Loaded 
Beam 
Elastic 
Curve 
5 
(1-11) 
T(H1) = pf/12 (G + 1 } - E 11. [x-(L-{3)J 4xdx - T(H1) a (1-12) 
AB J2 BA 1,,a,12 Eix BA 
· . · "+' L(l-,B) 
If the beam is symmetrical with two haunches of length 1,B, Eqs. 
(1-11,12) become 
T(H.1) = T(HL) = pf/1211 dx p 11 6c-L(l-,B)] 4dx • (1-13) 
BA AB 24 E1:t·- 2 2 EI 
. . . 0 12,B.L. 1(1-m X 
Noting that for the symmetrical beam. 
FAB=FBA 
and writing Eqo (1-13) in terms of Eq. (1-4) 
22 lL. 4 T(HL) = y(HL) = ~ (F + G) ... p [x-1(1-13)] dx • (l-l4) 
BA AB . 12 AB l.2 ....212 Elx f:5 1(1-13) 
More complete derivations of Eqso (1-1) to (1-14) may be found in 
(2)o The apparent difference in the limits of integration for Eqs. 
(1-iOa) to (1-14) in this work and the reference work is due to the 
selection of different reference axeso 
6 
CHAPTER II 
INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS 
L General. 
The expressions for angular functions in Chapter 1 contain the re-
curring integrals 
l Ln ~dx o Ix 
0 
(2-1) 
(2-2) 
The solutions of integrals (2=1,2) may be greatly facilitated by 
relocating the reference axis and expressing the integrals in terms of 
integral functions R, Q, Xkr' and Xkqo The angular functions may then be 
expressed in terms of the integral functions as coefficients. 
2. Integral Functions - Constant Depth. 
A typical haunched beam"is considered Fig. (2-1). The cross-section 
of the beam is constant over the length L~~ The moment of inertia 
t2-3) 
where 
b = constant width 
h0 = reference depth 
7 
8 
The location of the cross-section is given by 
(2-4) 
in w~ich tx varies between the limits 
tx = O, tx = l • 
La L, 
L 
Fig. 2-1.-Typical Haunched Beam. • 
In terms of Eqs. (2-3,4) the integral (2-1) for constant cross-
section becomes 
l L(a+ y) x1t k+lll I dx = \- (a+txr)kydtx 
La . X O 0 
(2-5) 
If the upper. limit is x = Ln such that the corresponding upper limit 
t - 11 _ n-a x- 1~ - -.- ' y (2-6) 
integral (2-2) becomes in terms of Eqs. (2~3,4,6) 
(2-7) 
9 
Eqso (2-5,7) will be evaluated in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 for values 
k= o, 1, 2, 3 
in terms of the following integral functions and their equivalents. 
Ra =11 dtx = 1 
R1 = ll tx<!tx = ~ 
R2 =11 t/dtx - 1 - 3 
R3 = 11 t,,;3 dt,,; = ~ (2-8) 
Ron =I: dt,,; - f.l -
R1n /-1 
lµ 2 
= 0 t;titx = 2 
R2n =lµ t 2dt i} X X J 
0 
3. Integral Functions - Parabolic Haunch •. 
/ . 
Atypical haunch·of length Lf3 is•considered (Figo 2-2). The depth 
of haunch varies as a parabola of second degree and its depth at support 
., 
Bis 
hh= who 
The location of .the cross-s~gtior,i. is givep. by ~ . -~- ., 
(2-9). 
in which t varies between the limits 
z 
t = o, t = 1 • z . z 
~ rx ~r~ 
10 
1 ··· - I~~:~= Who 
Y----__ ~_1·~-=-~~--~--:=_~\~Ld 
---t -~1 ___ ,
Fig. 2-2.-Typical Haunched Beam. 
The depth of the cross-section at xis 
(2-10) 
where Tz is the parabolic function 
T = 1 + wt 2 z z (2-11) 
From Eq. (2-10) the moment of inertia at xis 
I=I=LTJ 
X Z -0 Z (2-12) 
In terms of Eqs. (2-9,12) the integral (2-1) for the parabolic haunch 
is 
11 (8]_+{3)· k k+ll 1 (a...+t f3)~dt X dx - 1 .1 z z r;--~ TJ 
18]_ . 0 z 
1k+l 
=-r- xk · 0 q (2-13) 
If the upper limit x = 1n is such that the corresponding upper limit 
n-a1 
t = µ :: z 1 -/3- (2-14) 
11 
integral (2-2) becomes in terms of Eqs. (2-9,12,14) 
(2-15) 
The following algebraic equivalents are introduced for the solution 
of Eqso (2-13.,15). 
B = 1 
' 4(1-tw) 2 
C - 1 
- 8(1+w) 
D = __1_ Tan-lfw 8Jw. 
1 
Lg= yLog (l+w) 
B = 
. n 
D = .J:._ T -1 µ JW 
, n 8Jw an, l 
(2-16a) 
With notations (2-16a) Eqs. (2-13,15) will be evaluated in Chapters 
3, 4, and 5 in t~rms of the following integral: functions and their equi-
.. ,'.>~ 1:· 
valentso 11 · Q = . d. tz = B + JC + 3D o 3 . · 
O Tz . 11 t dt Q = ~= B + 20 
1 .. T 3 
0 '· ... z (2 ... 16b) 
11 3 .. t;,. dt ... Q = . " ... = B 
3 T 3 0 z 
l µl t 2d.t z z Q2n = . 3 
0 .T-z 
0 
12 
(2-16b) 
(Cont.) 
Expressed in terms of tz and Tz, the integrals contained in the 
expressions for haunch load angular functions (Eqso 1-11,12,13,14) are 
6 
L 
- Io. X5q • 
(2-17) 
(2-18) 
With notations (2-16a,b) Eqs,. (2-17,19) will be evaluated in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5 in terms of the following integral functions and alge-
braic equivalents. 
(2-19) 
l3 
4 .. Integral Substitution And Numerical Evaluation. 
Substituting the lower limits 
'lix,z = 0 
into Eqs. (2-8,16a) reduces all expressions to zero. Hence, Eqs. (2-8, 
16b,19) need be evaluated only at the upper limit to obtain the desired 
solutions. 
The integrals (2-1,2) will be replaced by the integral functions 
(2-20) 
in which the symbols Xk, Xkn are the sum of the X-functions as indicated 
by the limits. 
The algebraic expressions for R-functions (Eqs. 2-8) and Q-functions 
(Eqs. 2-16b) will be evaluated numerically on the IBM650 Electronic Com-
puter. From these values, the numerical solutions for the X-functions 
(Eqs. 2-20) and finally the angular function coefficients to be derived 
in Chapters 4 and 5 will be obtained. 
' . :;- .. 
'.·.'>"·. 
CHAP.rER III 
ANGULAR COEFFICIENTS - BEAMS WITH ONE HAUNCH 
1. General. 
A beam. of length L with one parabolic haunch is considered Fig. 
(3-l)o The beam is of constant depth over the length LQ and the ref-
erence moment of inertia is Eq. (2-3) 
(3-1) 
The length of the haunch is LB and the moment of inertia at any cross-
section within the haunch is Eqo (2-11) 
© 
I 
l 
I: 
I = X 
Lo: 
IoTz 
@ 
I 
.I. 
L 
3 
~ 
I 
===I~f~~o 
LB I j 
Figo 3-lo~Beam. With One Haunch. 
2. Integral Functions __xkr (x = 0--19;) o 
The location of the cross-section is given by (Fig. 3-2) 
14 
(3-2) 
15 
LB 
1 
Figo .3-20-Beam With One Haunch For x = 0-10::. 
Substituting 
a ::: 0 
into,Eqso (2-5,7) gives 
X = Qk+lll t kdt 
kr X X 
0 
(3-4) 
xu = Q'.k+ll}-1 t kdt 0 
kn X X 
0 
(.3-5) 
In terms of functions~, Eqso (2-7; .3-4,5) are 
-sl X = Q'. dt ::: o: R Or X 0 
0 
X'on = o:lµ d"tx= ct Ron 
. .Q 
If the upper limit x = Ln (Eqs. 2-6,7) is such that 
with notation (2-20) 
3. Integral Functions !kq (x - Let-LL 
The location of the cross-section is given by (Fig. 3-3) 
r X ~ T x• 
16 
(3-6) 
(Cont.) 
(3-7) 
(3-8) 
1k-----=:==1=f~ 
tzLf:3 I 
LQ L/3 
L 
Fig. 3-3.-Beam With One Haunch For x = LQ+L. 
Substituting 
a ::: Q ::: 1-{3 (3-9) 
into Eqs. (2-12,13) yields 
l l fi-,g(l-t ~ k;3dt 11c = t z~ z q T 3 
0 z 
(3-10) 
1µ111-,B(l-t-· ~- kf3dt XV V = L z~ z o kn T J 
0 z 
(3-11) 
17 
The bracketed terms in Eqs. (3-10,11) may be replaced ?Y the iden- · 
ti ties 
Z = 1 - ~(l - tz) 
zO= 1 
z1 = z 
z2 ~ f3 2 ( 1 - t ) 2 + 2Z - 1 
z 
z3 = f3 3 (1 - t )3 + 3z2 - 3Z + 1 • 
z 
Thus, each succeeding power of Z is written in terms of preceeding 
powers. 
(3-12) 
Expressed in terms of~. functions (Eqs. 2-18) and with notations 
(3=12) Eqs. (3-10,11) are 
l l zOt:<dt XOq = ,_, 3 z = f3 \ 
0 Tz 
(3-13) 
The ~q functions for uniform and dead loads (Eqs. 2-17,18) ex-
pre.ssed in terms of notat:t.ons (2-19; 3-8) are 11 5 4 . _ f3 t~ dtz 5 X··- =f!,Q 4q T 3 . 4 
0 z 
(J-14) 
Sim.ilarly as for functions Xkq 
If the upper limit x = Ln (Eqs. 2-14,15) is such that 
xkn = xkr + X" kn • 
4. Angular Functions - Coefficients. 
18 
(3-15) 
(.3-16) 
The angular function coefficients are introduced as noted. With 
notations (2=5,7,13,15) the angular beam functions become: 
(a) Angular Flexibility, EBA(Eg. 1-la). 
hence, 
f BA= x2r + x2q • 
(b) Angular Garry Over Value, g (Eg. 1-3). 11 - 1 xdx _ G-- --FBA-1 EIX 
0 
- L 
- Eio g 
(3-17) 
(3-18) 
(3-19) 
' . 
19 
in which 
g = 11r + 1lq - f' BA 0 (.3-20) 
(c) Angular Flexibility, E.!B (Eg. 1-4). 
FAB =lL Ef- 2G - FBA = Ei: (XO - 2g - fBA) 
Q X · 0 (.3-21) 
and 
f AB = XOr + XOq - 2g - f BA • (.3-22) 
Expressed in terms of 1icq functions (Eqs. 2-5,1.3) and angular beam 
functio~ coefficients (Eqs • .3-18,20,22), the uniform load angular coef-
ficients are: 
( a) Angular Load, Function ::z;~~L) (Eg. 1-8) • 
{.3-23) 
in which 
(UL)_ 1 
tBA - 2 (fBA - x3r - X.3q) (.3-24) 
(b) Angular Load Function -:z:l~L) (Eqe 1-9}. 
2 .3 
T(UL) :: wL G _ T(UL) _ wL (1. _ t (UL)) 
AB 2 BA - EI 2 g · BA 0 
(.3-25) 
20 
in which 
(3-26) 
The haunch dead load angular coefficients expressed in terms of 
Xk functions (Eqs. 2-17,18; 3-14) and angular beam function coefficients 
.q 
(Eqs. 3-18,20,22) are 
since 
· (HL) (a) Angular wad Function IBA (Eg. 1-11). 
_ pL3 (HL) 
- EI tBA 
0 
2 (HL)_ wf3 w 2 
tBA - --U f BA - 12 f3 X5q • 
(b) Angular Load Function ,r{~L) (Eg. 1-12). 
3 2 2 
pl:, cf3 f f3 l ·x .,) 
= .EI0 12 BA+ 12 g - l2/32 4q 
3 
_ pL · (HL) 
EI0 tAB 
in which 
2 
t (HL) _ ii__ (f ) w AB - 12 BA+ g - --2 X4q • 12/3 
(3-27) 
(3-28) 
(3-29) 
(3-30) 
21 
The live load angular coefficients expressed in terms of Xkq func-
tions (Eqso .3-6,12) and angular bea.m. function coefficients (Eqs • .3~18, 
20,22) are 
(a) Angular Load Function ~~L) (Eq. 1-5). 
T(LL):::: 
BA l Ln 2 lLn 1 X dx Xdx nLG+ L --irr- - n ~ 
0 X O X 
(.3-.31) 
where 
(LL)_ 
tB.A. - n( g - Xln) + X2.n (.3-.32) 
( b) Angular Load Function ri~L) (Eq. 1-6). 
T(LL) _ L( G + F _ 1._ dx) + 1_ xdx _,:(LL) 1n 11n 
AB -n AB E I E I BA 
0 X O X 
L 2 ( nf nX + X - t (LL)) 
= EI0 ng + AB - On ln BA (.3-33) 
and 
t (LL)= n( + f - X ) + X - t (LL) 
AB · g AB On ln BA (3-34) 
CHAPTER IV 
ANGULAR COEFFICIENI'S - SYMMETRICAL BE.A.MS 
L General. 
A beam of length L with two symmetrical parabolic haunches is con-
sidered (Fig. 4-1). The beam is of constant depth over the length LY 
and from Eq. (2-3) 
(4-1) 
The length of each haunch is L~and for any cross-section within 
either haunch from Eqs. (2-11,12) 
3 l - = I 0T X Z 
T T 
r===--
1: LS .I. L L 
Fig. 4-1.-Symmetrical Beam. 
2. Integral Functions !icq (x = o-LB). 
The location of the cross-section is given by (Fig. 4-2) 
x = L f3 - tzL,B • 
22 
(4-2) 
23 
For 
~ = f3 
and, noting the change in sign, from Eq. (2-13) 
(4-3) 
With notations (3-9,10) the integral functions,Xkq may be expressed in 
terms of integral functions Xkq• Thus, 
(4-4). 
x' 
. I . 
Gi 
I -
LB Ly L/3 
I 
L 
Fig. 4-2.:;__Sympietrical BeB.l}i For x = 0-113. 
For values 
k = o, 1, 2 
x =11 (1 -Z)o,Bdtz - , 
.,6q 3. - Xoq, . 
. 0 ~ . 
(4-5) 
xa =11 (1- z)l/3dtz = X - X 
lq T J Oq lq 
0 z 
.. v -I 1 (1 - z)2/3dtz -
X2 - 3 - XO - 2Xl + q T q q 
0 z 
24 
(4-5) 
(Cont.) 
Since the beam is symmetrical the angular live load coefficients 
need not be computed for the unit load in positions that require the 
computation of~ functions for the left haunch. 
J. Integral Functions !kr (x = LB~L(B+r)). 
The location of the cross-section is given by (Fig. 4-J) 
Ci) Ci) 
x' : ~ I 
txLY 
Lf3 LY LB 
L 
Fig. 4-J.-Symmetrical Beam For x = Lf3--L(-r+,B) • 
. Substituting into Eq. (2-4) 
a = f3 
gives for functions X{r (Eq. 2-5) 
xu =11 kr 
0 
Expressed in terms of notations (J-6), Eq. (4-6) for values 
k = o, 1 
(4-6) 
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X1' =11 (/3 + Yt )1,dt = f3Xo + xlr r x x r 
0 
(4-7) 
Evaluating Eq. (4-6) in terms of Eqs. (4-7) and with notations (3-6) for 
k = 2 gives 
X' =1
1 (f3 + Yt )2rdt = -:B2xo' + 2f3X1' + x2. 2r x x r r r 
0 
(4-8) 
Thus, each function ~r is written in terms of previously evaluated func-
tions ~rand notations (3-6). 
For uniform load angular functions (Eqs. 1-7a,b) the integral (2-l) 
must be evaluated for 
Substituting this value into notations (3-6) gives for uniform load 
X n n = rJ 1 dt - r R 
Or 2 x 2 0 
0 
(4-9) 
No other~; functions are necessary. 
Similarly as for functions ~r 
X111 =lf-i (/3 + rt )OYdt =· X1 On x x On 
0 
(4 ... 10) 
xn in =J'\/3 + Yt )1Ydt = X 1 + X1 ln x x On ln 
0 
l µ. . X1 " = (f:3 + Yt )2,dt = -Q2x• + 2 X111 + 2n x · x ,_, On 1n 
0 
If the upper limit x = Ln (Eqs. 2-6,7) is such that 
f3 ;;;; n :;; /3 + r 
Xitn = xkq + .~' 
4. Integral Functions ~q (x = L(B+Y)~LL 
and 
The location of the cross-section is given by (Fig. 4-4) 
x = L(f3 + Y) + tzL,B 
a1=f3+Y = 1-{3 
26 
(4-10) 
(Cont.) 
(4-11) 
which is identical to the value for 8:1.. in Eq. (3-8), therefore with the 
exception of uniform load (Eqs. l-7a,b), ·the solutions for functions Xkq 
and Xkn are given by Eqs. (3-10,ll,12,13,15,16). } T X T ·1· x•r 
r===--~3~o 
tzL,B . 
L L L 
L 
Fig. 4-4.-Symmetric-a.l Be~ For x = L(,B+y)--L. 
For uniform load the cross-s~ction is measured from the center of 
the b~am (Fig. 4-5) 
X = 1 I + t Lf3 0 2 z 
Substituting 
a = l ::: 1_ (1 - 2f3) 1 2 2 
into Eqo (2-12) and considering notation (3;.:9) gives fork::: 2 
xuu::: 12 z~ z::: 2 z 1
1 [l - /3(1-t )l 2,Bdt. 11 (Z - 1)2f3dt 
2q T 3 T 3 
0 z O z 
I: L/3 
® 
I w 
LY J~ 
L 
Figo 4-5o~Symmetrical Beam For Uniform Load. 
5. Angular Functions - Coefficients. 
27 
(4-12) 
Similarly as for the unsymmetrical beam, the angular functions will 
be expressed in terms of coefficients as follows: 
(a) Angular Flexibility Coefficient, fBA (Eg 2 3-17). 
f BA = X2 = X2q + X2r + X2q 0 
(b) Angular Carry-Over Value Coefficient, g (Eq. 3-19). 
g = xl - fBA = x1q + Xlr + xlq · 
(c) Angular Flexibility Coefficient, fAB (Eg. 3-21). 
f AB = XO - 2,g - f BA = XOq + XOr + XOq - 2g - f BA • 
(4-13) 
(4-14) 
(4-15) 
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For -symmetrical beams the uniform load angular functions may be 
written (3) 
T(UL) = T(UL) _ 
BA- AB -
Proceeding as in Eqso (3-23,24) and with notations (3-13; 4-9) 
t(UL) = ]:_ (xn + X ) - l (X" + Xvt) 
BA, 8 Or Oq 2 2r 2q 
The haunch load angular functions are (Eq. l-13) 
Proceeding as in Eqs. (3-27,28) and with notations (3-l.3,14; 4-9) 
2 
t (HL) = f3 w (Xi i + X ) - ~2 X4. • BA 12 Or Oq q 
12{3 
(4-16) .. 
(4-17) 
(4-18) 
(4-19) 
The coefficients for the angular live load functions are given by 
Eqso (J-32,34) o 
CHAPTER V 
PROGRAM FOR THE IBM 650 ELECTRONIC COMPUTER 
L General, 
Programming for the solution of any problem on a digital computer 
is usually accomplished in two stepso First, a drawing showing each phase 
of the problem and the sequence of opera{ions is made. Second, from the 
schematic drawing, or flow chart, a series of instructions for the com-
puter is established. 
The program in this chapter was prepared in floating decimal arith-
metic for the IBM 650 Electronic Computer at Oklahoma State University's 
Computing Cantero The coding form used is that of IBM's Symbolic Opti-
mum Assembly Programming, Type II. Storage locations have been re-used 
as soon as possible in order to take advantage of the available sixty 
high-speed storage locations. 
2. Functiona~ ~valuation. 
The subroutines for the evaluation of the square roots, arc-tangents, 
and logarithms required for the solution of Eqs. (2-16a) are an integral 
part of the program, therefore no library subroutines are necessary. 
The square roots are obtained by Newton's method which is as follows: 
1 w R. = - (R + -. - ) 
i 2 i-1 Ri~l (5-1) 
in which 
w = number for which the square root is desired, 
29 
.30 
Ri = ith approximation of the square root, 
Ri-l = preceding approximation of the square root. 
For all values of w the initial approximation is one and fifteen success-
ive approximations are made. 
With notation (2-10) the arc-tangents are evaluated by the infinite 
series 
-1 Rt 2 2•4 2 2•4•6 R .3 ( ) 
Tan t.jw = V = tz}w(l + 3 Rt+ .3• 5 Rt + .3• 5•7 t • • • 5-2 
in which 
2 
_ wtz _ 
R - ------------ -
t 1-+wt 2 
z 
T -1 z 
T 
z 
The series converges for all values of 
For values 
2 
J ·t:, < 0 J t z - ' -
computations are limited to eleven terms to avoid overflow in the com-
puter. For larger values twenty-five terms are evaluated to obtain the 
desired accuracy. 
With notation (2-10) the logarithms are evaluated by the infinite 
series 
in which 
T -1 
R - z 
f - 'l' +1· 
, z 
The above series converges for all values 
( 5-.3) 
and nineteen terms are used. 
T > O, 
z 
The accuracy of Eqso (5-1,2,3) depends upon the magnitude of the 
31 
value for which the function is required. Using the number of terms in-
dicated and rounding off the angular function coefficients to four deci-
mal places gives results that agree with those published in other works 
for 
3o Input Card Formato 
The description of the beam for which constants are desired is in-
troduced into the computer with seven words. Fig. (5-1) shows the arrange-
ment of input data. 
Word Card Columns Data Inclusive 
1 1 - 10 t0 
2 11 - 20 f3 
3 21 - 30 6w I I 
4 31 - 40 /\{3 I 
1 
5 41 - 50 Wmax 
6 51 - 60 f3max 
7 61 - 70 Beam Type 
8 71 ~ $0 zeros I 
Fig" 5-lo~Input Card Data. 
The meanings of wand~ have already been established. The symbols 
32 
t:::..w and .b..f3 are the increments by which the ciimen~ion coefficients are to 
be increase:id. 'l'hese tw~ word.s mu~t. .b.ave:i some positive vµue even though 
computations may be required for only one,beamo The fifth and sixth words 
are the maximum values the dimension coefficients may attain. The beam 
type number is zero for unsymmetrical beams and one for symmetricalo 
The first six words of the input card must be in floating decimal 
form. The position of the decimal ~s obtained by subtracting 50 from 
the last two digits. If the result is zero the·decimal immediately pre-
cedes the first digit. If the result is negative or .positive the deci-
mal is.shifted to the left or right the indicated number of places. 
(Fig. 5-2). 
The beam typ~ number must be entered as a fixed p~int number, either 
ten zeros.for unsymmet~ical beams or one preceeded by .nine zeros for sym-
metrical beams. 
Number Floating Decimal Form 
.345.6 .345600005.3 
0 • .3456 3456pooo50 
•'t 
0.0.3456 .3456000049 
..... '·--
Fig. 5-2.~Examples of Floating Decimals, 
Example J.. 
Beam, constants are to be computed for the symmetrical l;>e1am in Fig.-
(5-.3). 
Since computations are required for only one beam the maximum values 
of dimension coefficients are equai to the initial values and the incre.-
33 
ments will be unim.porta.rit,as long as they have some,positive value. 
oa. 
L 
Figo 5-3.-Symmetrical Beam. 
The beam type number 1s one and the data is entered as in Fig. (5-4). 
Word Data Entered 
1 5000000050 
2 3000000050 
3 1000000050 
4 1000000050 
5 500000005b 
6 3000000050 
7 0000600001 
8 Not Used 
Fig. 5-4.-Input Card For One Symmetrical Beam. 
Example ~. 
Beam constants are required for the beam shown in Fig. (5-5_) for all 
combinations of 
0 
I 
I 
w = Oo2-lo0 in increments of 0.2 
f3 = 0.1-+-loO in increments of 0 .. 1 • 
L 
0 
I 
Fig. 5-5.~Unsymmetrica.l Beam. 
The input data is entered as in fig. (5-6) and the computer will 
calculate the constants for the required·50 beams. 
Word Data Entered 
1 2000000050 
2 1000000050 
3 2000000050 
4 1000000050 
5 1000000051 
6 1000000051 
7 0000000000 
8 (Not Used) 
Fig. 5-6.~Input Card For Series of Unsymmetrical 
Beams. 
4. Output Card Format. 
34 
The angular function coefficients will be in floating decimal form 
35 
on either three or four cards depending on the type of beamo The first 
word of each card will be an identification numbero The first two digits 
are ten times the value w, the fourth and fifth digits are ten times the 
value~, and the last digit is the beam type numbero The identification 
number for angular live load functions will have, in addition, ten times 
the last computed value of n as the seventh digit. Thus, the identifi-
cation number 
05 003 00 001 
will appear on the first.output card for the symmetrical beam for which 
w = Oo5 
and the number 
05 003 09 001 
will appear on the card containing influence coefficients for 
The first output card for each beam will be arranged as follows: 
Word Information 
1 Identification 
2 fBA 
3 g 
4 fAB 
5 t(UL) 
'BA 
6 t(UL) AB 
7 t (DL) _ BA 
8 t(DL) 
'AR 
Fig. 5-7 .-First Output Card. 
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The an~lar live lo~d coefficients.will appear~$ in F'ig •. (~"'.'.'8). In 
theca.~e of f?.y.tmnetri~al beams i:.he seco~d and. tb,ird words are not used for 
cards bearing identification n~bersof.the.form. 
xx Oxx 06 001 • 
Word Information 
1 Identification 
2 t (LL) BA 
3 t(LL) AB 
4 t(LL) BA 
5 tLL) tAB 
6 t(LL) BA 
7 t (LL) AB 
8 (Not Used} ' 
Position 
Of Load 
n- 2 
n - 2 
n - 1 
n-1 
n 
n 
Fig. 5-8.-0utput C~d For Live iLoad. Function 
Coefficients. 
5. Flow Chart. 
The flow chart in, Fig. {5-9) was prepared as an aid to programming 
the solutions for angular function coefficients for beams with one haunch 
and sy.nm1etTical beams. 
READ 
Read Card 
START 
Initialize 
I 
Fig. 5-9.-Flow Chart. 
SAO 
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Compute£ 
Store in COOOl .i 
STl I 
Set t = l 
Store in C0002 
Compute Q: = 1-{3 
Branch On 
,----I O 1--~ --G), __ 
Store Q: 
in C0020 
Beam. Type 
CAl 
Compute Y= Cz-B 
Store in C0020 
Are Contents Of 
·- ~_____,--0~L ~0020 Neg? 
HAN 
N 
Compute X Or 
Store in C0014 
I, 
Compute x1r 
Store in C0015 
I 
Load Distributor 
With 9vs and Stop 
Compute X 
2r 
Store in C0016 
Are These Cales .. 
~----1 y I-------+ 
For Live Loads? 
BT2 
Branch On 
0 1-------. 
Beam Type 
XRlS 
Compute xuln 
Store in C0015 
Compute X82n 
Store in C0016 
l 
Go To ADXR 
Go To ADXR 
CAT 
Store in C0005 
Compute B 
Store in cooo6 
Compute C 
Store in C0007 
Compute D 
Store in C0003 
Compµte % 
Store in C0005 
F;lg .. 5-9 (Cont .. ) 
~ 
BCO l 
Branch On 
Beam Type 
I 
,----@ 
TUL 
38 
Are fhese Gales. 
Loads? 
SCUL 
Compute tBA UL) 
Store in P0005 
(DL Compute tBA 
Store in P0006 
Store--tj tr~ tJ llL) 
in P0007 
Store tA~D~tBAnt) 
in P0008 
39 
t 
,. 
Compute Q1 Set For No Unif. 
-- Store in 00008 Load Calcao 
I 
i 
Compute Q2 Go To IDEN 
Store in 00009 
,l, 
Compute x0q 
Store in coq11, 
Compute x1 q; 
Store in 00012 
Co!nptite I2 I 
Store in CO~lJ I 
Are.These Calcso 
-Y 
For Live Loads? 
~ 
I Go To ADXQ I 
.1 
Branch On 
Beam Type 
TPl 
Compute X' Oq TPO 
Store in COOJl Store Zeros 
in COOJl,32,33 
Compute X' lq 
Store in COOJ2 Go To ADXR 
Figo 5-9 (Cont.) 
ADX 
Compute x0 = x0r + x0q 
Store,ih, COOll 
I 
+ 
Compute X1 
2q 
Store in COOJJ 
Compute X1 9 
' 2q 
Store in C0034 
~ 
Compute X1 lr 
Store in C0015 
u 
Compute x2r 
Store in C0016 
' 
ADXR I, 
Compute x0r = x0q + 
Store in C0014 
1 
. Compute x1r = Xiq + 
Store in C0015 
V 
Compute x2±, = x2q + 
Store in C0016 
COL l 
Are These Gales. 
For Liire Loads? 
Fig. 5-9 (Cont.) 
1or1 
I 
I 
xlr 
x2r 
Step Storage 
t 
Compute X = X + X 
1 lr lq 
Store in C0012 
·~ 
Compute X = X + X 2 2r 2q 
Store in C0013 
Are These Cales. 
For Live Loads? 
J 
scv 
Compute fBA 
Store in P0002 
and C0017 
Compute g 
.Store in P0003 
and C0018 
Compute fAB 
Store in P0004 
and C0019 
TAl 
Branch On f l__ Be_am_Typ_e _ __, 
0 SUB3 
i ' 1 
1 Compute 2 Loge T 
Store C0022 
Go To IFO 
(LL) Compute _t.BA . 
Store For 
Punching 
Step Storage 
Compute t(LL) 
AB 
Store For . 
Punching 
TESTB I Was Last Value 
.----- y -i'-------.-' !~red in P0007? 
SETB 
Initialize 
Storage Step n = n + 1::,,,n 
! Store in R0009 
Go To IDEN 
Is 
THA 
Is. n<: l? 
n>l-{3't 
-@:-1 
H NEB Is CTH 
CompUte I\ r > O? 
Store in 00002 
Fig. 5-9 (Cont.) 
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N 
42 
Go To BCO 
COCA l, CTO ,l 
Compute Q4 Compute x4q 
~ 
Compute ff 
Store in C0024 Store in C0007 Store in C0002 
uvo ,1, 
Branch On Restore Values Go To XRS 
Bea.tn. Type -®~ X ,X ,X Oq lq 2q STB 
I 
I 
1 ~ 
UVl 
Compute x3q r 
Step f3 == f3 + 6. f3 
Store in R0002 
j 
Restore Value Store in COOlO 
X ' Oq Is 
' 
Compute x5q 
? 
f3 > /3max 
Compute Q:'. 1 = ; Store in C0028 
Store in C0020 
Compute t~~L) 
!I 
I 
I Go To STl 
Set For i Store in P0005 
TOM 
Unif. Load Step w = w+6w 
Compute tk~L) Store in ROOOl 
Go To XRS Store in P0006 
Is 
? 
I 
-
Compute t~L) w> wmax 
Store in P0007 
\__~ y 
Compute t~L) 
SIA 1- Set /l = Li/l 
j Store in R0002 Store in P0008 
i I 
Fig. 5-9 (Cont.) 
--------' y 1------l 
NOl 
Store Zeros 
in P0008,9 
Go To STEP N 
IDEN J, 
Determine 
I.D. Number 
Store in POOOl 
Punch A Card 
From POOOl 
Were Last 
Computations 
For Live Loads? 
SETB i 
Set Key Instr. 
For Live Loads 
Branch On 
Beam Type 
Fig. 5-9 (Cont.) 
,-
, __ __,_ 1 
43 
Go To START 
Go To READ I..._ 
NO 
Store Zeros 
in P0002,J,8 
Set Punch Stor. 
To P0004 
Set 
n = 0.5 
44 
Compute r = l-2f3 
Store in C00020 
Is 
.----+ y 1---1 
r ::: O? 
Sett::: 0 
Go To CTO · 
Go To XRS 
6. 1m 650 Program. 
With the program in Fig. (5-10) the computer will calculate beam con-
stants including 10-point influence coefficients for beams of either type 
for which is expressed as a multiple of one-tenth. Beam constants are 
available for beams with constant moment of inertia (2). No provision 
is made for them in this program and entry of w or f3 equal to zero will 
result in an attempt to divide by zero. The computer will stop with ten 
nines in the distributor if a:: or y become negative as would be the ease 
if for a symmetrical beam~ would be entered as o.6. No other programmed 
stops are incorporated. 
T T 
l 2 Oper. Data A Instr. A 
p N Location Code Address G Address G Remarks 
-- . ··--·--·- -. -----· 
1 BE AM CO N STANT s 
1 
REG R9000 9009 READ AREA 
Fig. 5-10.~IBM h50 Program. 
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- --- ··-~· ----
T T 
1 2 Oper. Data A Instr. A p N Location Code Address G ~ddress G Remarks 
REG C9010 9049 CALC AREA 
REG P9050 9059 PCH AREA 
SYN READ 0000 BEGIN 0000 
1 
READ RDl ROOOl START .RF.AD CARD 
START LDD ZERO INITIALIZE 
STD R0009 N 
STD P0009 NO DL OP 
I RAA R0007 BM TYPE 
RAB 0000 NO LL OP 
1 
RAC 0015 TRMS SQ RT 
RAU ROOOl STORE 
FAD ONE INITIAL 
FMP HALF APPROX 
STU COOOl SUBl SQ RT 
1 
SUBl RAU ROOOl COMPUTE 
FDV COOOl AND 
FAD COOOl STORE 
FMP HALF SQ RT 
STU COOOl 
sxc 0001 
BMC STl SUBl 
l 
STl RAU ONE SETT TO 
STU 00002 ONE AND 
FSB R0002 COMPUTE 
NZA CAl SAO ALPHA OR 
CAl FSB R0002 SAO GAMMA 
SAO STU C0020 AND STORE 
BMI HAN XRS IF NEG 
HAN LDD NINES STOP 
HLT 
1 
XRS RAU 00020 COMPUTE 
FMP 0000.2 AND STORE 
STU 00014 XOR 
FMP 00014 
FMP HALF 
STU C0015 XlR 
FMP C0014 
FMP FR.AC AND 
STU 00016 X2R 
NZB BT2 BCO 
1 
46 
--·--- ~~-·----
Ad~~::.-1T 
~-· 
T 
I .§ Oper • Instr. A 
p N Location Code ~ddress G Remarks 
-
~~--·· ~~~-,.c ~-·--'·•• "" ~---~-~---·-·· 
BCO NZA '.r'P9 CAT IS ARC 
TP9 RAU P0009 TANGENT 
NZU SCUL CAT REQD? 
.1 
CAT RAU COOOl COMP AND 
FMP C0002 STORE 
STU GOOOJ TANGENT 
FMP POOOJ SQUARE 
FAD ONE AND SET 
STlJ C0004 NUMBER OF 
FSB ONE TERMS 
FSB DELTN BY MAG 
BMI ATSV NAT 
AT.SV RAC 0010 ATC 
NAT RAC 0024 ATC 
l 
ATC LDD ONE INITIALIZE 
STD C0022 FOR SERIES 
STD C0023 
STD C0024 
STD C0025 SOM 
1 ., 
SOM RAU C0022 COMPUTE 
FAD C0022 SERIES 
FAD ONE TERMS 
STU C0026 
FSB ONE 
FMP C0024 
FDV C0026 
STU C0024 
RAU C0004 
FSB ONE 
FMP C0023 
FDV C0004 
STU C0023 
FMP C0024 
FAD C0025 SUM AND 
STU C0025 STORE 
BMC AR TAN S'l'EP 
1 
STEP sxc 0001 STEP FOR 
RAU C0002 NEXT· 
FAD ONE TERM AND 
STU C0022 SOM REPEAT 
1 
AR.TAN RAU C0025 COMJ>UTE 
-
Fig. 5-10 (Cont.) 
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11 .§ 
-
·-·-
T ',. T 
Oper. Data A Intr. A 
p N Location Code Address G Address G Remarks 
FMP C0003 ARC TAN 
FDV C0004 AND 
STU C0005 STORE 
1 
RAU , C0002 COMPUTE 
FDV FOUR AND STORE 
FDV C0004 
FDV C0004 
STU cooo6 B 
FMP C0004 
Fl':iP HALF 
STU 00007 C 
RAU C0002 
FMP C0005 
FDV OCT 
FDV C0003 AND 
STU COOOJ D 
1 
FAD C0007 COMPUTE 
FMP THREE AND STORE 
FAD C0006 
STU C0005 QO 
RAU C0007 
FMP TWO 
FAD C0006 
FMP C0002 
STU C0008 Ql 
RAU C0007 
FAD C0003 
FSB cooo6 
FDV ROOOl AND 
STU 00009 Q2 
1 
RAU C0005 COMPUTE 
FMP R0002 AND STORE 
STU COOll XQQ 
RAU C0008 
FSB 00005 
FMP R0002 
FMP R0002 
FAD COOll AND 
STU C0012 XlQ 
RAU R0002 COMPUTE 
FMP R0002 AND STORE 
FMP R0002 3 POWRS 
STU POOlO OMEGA 
' 
Figo 5=10 .(Cont.) 
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T T 
l .§ Oper. Data A Instr. A 
p N Location Code .Address G Address G Remarks 
RAU C0005 COMPUTE 
FAD C0009 AND STORE 
FSB C0008 
FSB C0008 
FMP POOlO 
FAD C0012 
FAD C0012 
FSB COOll 
STU C0013 X2Q 
NZB ADXQ BVA BRN LL OP 
1 
BVA NZA TPl TPO BRN BM TP 
1 
TPO LDD ZERO LT HAUNCH 
STD C0031 XOQ 
STD C0032 XlQ AND 
STD 00033 ADXR X2Q 
1 
TPl LDD COOll LT HAUNCH 
STD C0031 Xt)Q· 
RAU COOll 
FSB, C0012 
STU C0032 XlQ 
RAU 00013 
FAD 00011 
FSB 00012 
FSB 00012 
STU C0033 X2Q 
RAU 00011 
FDV FOUR 
FAD 00013 
FSB 00012 AND MOD 
STU 00034 XRlS X2Q 
1 ·, 
XRlS RAU R0002 COMPUTE 
FMP 00014 AND STORE 
FAD 00015 F,OR TYPE 1 
STU C0015 XlR 
FAD 00015 
FDV R0002 
FSB C0014 
FMP R0002 
FMP R0002 
FAD 00016 AND 
STU 00016 ADXR X2R 
1 
ADXR RAU C0031 . S1Thi L'.r XKQ 
Fig. 5-10 (Cont.) 
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I .§ Opero Data A Instr. A 
p N Location Code Address G Address G Remarks 
FAD C0014 AND XKR 
STU C0014 XOR 
RAU COOJ2 
FAD C0015 
STU C0015 XlR 
RAU COOJJ 
FAD C0016 AND 
STU C0016 COL X2R 
1 
COL NZB IGO ADXQ BRN LL OP 
1 
ADXQ RAU COOll SUM XKR 
FAD C0014 AND XKQ 
STU COOll XOQ 
RAU C0012 
FAD C0015 
STU C0012 llQ 
RAU COOlJ 
FAD C0016 AND 
STU . COOlJ X2Q 
1 
NZB IFO scv BRN LL OP 
1 
scv LDD COOlJ COMPUTE 
STD P0002 AND STORE 
STD C0017 FBA 
RAU C0012 
\. FSB CQ017 
STU POOOJ 
STU C0018 G 
RAU COOll ' 
FSB C0018 
FSB C0018 
FSB COOJ.7 
STU P0004 AND 
STU C0019 TAl FAB 
1 
TAl NZA COCA SUBJ BRN BM TP 
1 
SUBJ RAC 0018 SET TERMS 
LDD ZERO INITALIZE 
STD C0022 FOR LOG, 
LDD ONE SERIES 
STD C0023 
STD C0024 
RAU C0004 COMPUTE 
Fig. 5-10 (Conto) 
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I 2 Oper. Data A Instr. A 
p N Location Code Address G Address G Remarks 
FAD ONE RATIO FOR 
STU 00025 SERIES 
FSB TWO 
FDV 00025 
STU C0026 
FMP 00026 
STU C0028 LOOP 
1 
LOOP RAU C0024 CO~UTE 
FMP 00026 SUM OF 
FAD C0022 TERMS 
STU C0022 STORE LOG 
BMC COCA STA 
1 
STA RAU 00023 STEP FOR 
FAD TWO ~T TERM 
STU C0027 AND 
RAU C0023 REPEAT 
FMP 00024 
FMP C0028 
FDV C0027 
STU C0024 
LDD 00027 
STD 00023 
sxc 0001 LOOP 
1 
COCA RAU ROOOl COMPUTE 
FMP ROOOl AND 
STU 00023 STORE 
RAU 0(;)005 
FDV OCT 
FSB 00007 
FMP OCT 
FDV 00023 
STU 00024 Q4 
RAU POOlO 0 
FMP R.0002 5 
FMP R0002 POWRS OF 
STU POOlO BETA 
FMP C0024 AND 
STU C0007 X4Q 
NZA UVl uvo BRN BM TP 
1 
uvo RAU 00011 RESTORE 
FSB 00014 
STU COOll XOQ 
Fig. 5-10 (Cont.) 
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I .§ Oper • Data A Instr. A 
p N Location Code Address G ~ddress G Remarks 
RAU C0012 
FSB C0015 
STU C0012 XlQ 
-.RAU COOlJ 
FSB 00016 
STU COOlJ X2Q 
RAU C0008 COMPUTE 
FSB 00009 AND 
FMP THREE STORE 
F.AD cooo6 
FSB C0005 
FMP POOlO 
FDV B0002 
STU COOlO 
RAU COOlJ 
FSB C0012 
FMP THREE 
FAD COOlO 
F.AD COOll 
STU COOlO XJQ 
RAU 00006 
FMP B0001 
FMP TWO 
FAD C0008 
FMP ROOOl 
STU C0025 
RAU C0022 
FSB cod25 
FDV C0023 
FDV B0001 
FSB C0024 Q5 
FMP POOlO 
FMP B0002 
F.AD C0007 AND 
STU C0028 X5Q 
1 
RAU C0020 BRN IF 
NZU ANO AEQO ALPH EQ O 
1 
AEQO RAU 00017 SX4R DO NOT 
1 
ANO RAU C0017 DIVIDE 
FDV C0014 BY ZERO 
FDV DEC ·. IN THESE 
FSB 00016 CALCS , 
FMP C0014 
.-1...-----,..~ 
--- --
---· ~ 
Fig. 5-10 (Cont.) 
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I §. Opero Data A Instr. A p N Location Code Address G iAddress G Remarks 
FMP DEC SX4R 
1 
SX4R FSB 00010 COMPUTE 
FMP HALF AND STOBE 
STU P0005 UL TBA 
RA1J POOlO 
°tDV B0002 FOUR POWRS 
STU POOlO OF BETA 
FMP 00017 
FSB 00028 
FMP ROOOl 
FDV . TWELV 
FDV B0002 
FDV B0002 
FAD P0005 
STU P0006 DL TBA 
RAU 00018 
FMP HALF 
FSB P0005 
STU P0007 UL TAB 
RAU 00017 
FAD 00018 
FMP POOlO 
FSB 00007 
FMP B0002 
FDV TWELV 
_ li'DV B0002 
FDV R0002 
FSB P0006 
FAD P0007 AND 
STU P0008 IDEN DL TAB 
1 
UVl RAU 00011 ·RESTORE 
FSB 00014 
STU COOll XOQ 
BAU 00020 COMPUTE 
FMP HALF GAMMA AND 
STU 00020 SET FOR 
RAU ONE DL OP 
STU P0009 XRS 
1 
SOUL RAU 00014 COMPUTE 
FAD COOll AND STORE 
FDV FOUR 
FSB 00016 
FSB 00034 
Figo 5-10 (Cont.) 
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I .§ Opero Data A Instro A p N Location Code Address G Address G Remarks 
FMP _HALF 
STU P0005 UL TBA 
RAU POOlO 
FDV R0002 
STU POOlO 
RAU C0014 
FAD COOll 
FMP POOlO 
FSB C0007 
FMP ROOOl 
FDV TWELV 
FDV R0002 
FDV R0002 
FAD P0005 
STU· P0006 DL TBA. 
LDD P0005 
STD P0007 UL TAB 
LDD P0006 
STD P0008 DL TAB 
LDD ZERO SET FOR 
STD P0009 IDEN NO DL OP 
1 
IDEN RAU ROOOl STORE 
FSB ONE FOR 
BMI SFTl SFT2 IDENTIF 
SFTl RAL ROOOl 
SRT 0003 
SLT 0002 
STL C0035 IDB OMEGA 
SFT2 RAL ROOOl 
SRT 0002 
SLT .0002 OR 
STL G0035 IDB OMEGA 
IDB RAU B.0002 
FSB ONE 
BMI SFT3 SFT4 
SFT3 RAL R0002 
SRT 0008 
SLT 0004 
STL C0036 IDN BETA 
SFT4 RAL R0002 
SRT 0008 
SLT 0005 OR 
STL 00036 IDN BETA 
1 
IDN. RAL R0009 COMPOSE 
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I ~ Oper·. Data A Instr. A p N Location Code Address G Address G Remarks 
SRT 0006 AND STORE 
ALO Boos 
ALO 00035 
ALO C00.36 
STL POOOl 
WRl POOOl ID NUMBER 
NZB STEPN SETB BRN LL OP 
1 ' 
SETB RAB 0001 INIT LL OP 
NZA N05 NOl BRN BM TP 
1 
NOl LDD ZERO 
STD P0008 TYPE O LL 
STD R0009 STEPN N TO ZERO 
1 
N05 LDD ZERO TYPE 1 LL 
STD P0002 INITIAL 
STD P000.3 VALUES 
STD POOOB STORAGE 
AXB 0002 
LDD HALF AND 
STD R0009 N IS HALF 
RAU ONE COMPUTE 
FSB R0002 GAMMA 
FSB R0002 
STU C0020 
NZU OTO GAO IF ZERO 
GAO STU 00002 XRS LIM IS ZER 
1 
OTO RAU R0009 COMPUTE 
NZA SR2 CTAL AND Sl'DEE 
SR2 FSB R0002 CTAL UPPER LIM 
CTAL FDV 00020 FOR ~CONST 
STU 00002 XRS I 
1 
STEPN RAU R0009 STEP N 
FAD DELTN AND TEST 
STU R0009 
FSB ONE IF LESS 
BMI THA TAL THAN ONE 
1 
THA RAU ONE AND GRTR 
FSB R0002 THAN ONE 
FSB fl0009 MIN BETA 
ffii1I 0TH NEB 
1 
Fig. 5-10 (Cont.) 
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I g Opero Data A Instr. A 
p N Location Code Address G Address G Remarks 
NEB RAU C0020 
.. NZU CTO CTH 
1 
CTH RAU R0002 COMPUTE 
FSB ONE AND STORE 
FSB R0009 UPPER LIM 
FDV R0002 FOR -YAR 
STU C0002 BCO I 
1 
IGO AXB 0001 COMPUTE 
RAU C0018 AND 
FSB C0015 
FMP B.0009 STORE 
FAD COQ16 
STU POOOO B LL,TBA 
RAU C0018 
FAD 00019 
FSB C0014 
FMP R0009 
FAD C0015 
FSB POOOO B 
AXB OOOL AND 
STU POOOO B TESTB LL TAB 
1 
TESTB RAU 8006 IF LAST 
SUP SVEN VALUE IN 
BMI STEPN ADl P0007 
1 
ADl RAB 0001 IDEN INIT B PCH 
1 
.( 
IFO AXB 0001 COMPUTE 
RAU C0018 FOR VAR I 
FSB C0012 AND STORE 
FMP R0009 
FAD C0013 
STU POOOO B LL TBA 
RAU C0018 
FAD C0019 
FSB COOll 
FMP R0009 
FAD C0012 
FSB POOOO .B 
AXB 0001 AND 
STU POOOO B TESTB LL TAB 
1 
TAL RAU R0002 TEST IF 
Figo 5-10 (Conto) 
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l'. .e Qper. Data A Instr. A 
p N Location Code Address G Address G Re.marks 
FAD B0004 BETA IS 
STU R0002 MAX IF NO 
RAU R0006 STEP IF 
FSB R0002 YES 
BM! TOM STJ. 
1 
TOM RAU ROOOl TEST IF 
FAD R0003 OMEGA IS 
STU ROOOl ·MAX AND 
RAU R0005 
FSB ROOOl 
BMI READ SIA READ OR 
1 
SIA RAU R0004 STEP BETA 
STU R0002 ST~T 
1 
1 CON STANT s 
1 
ZERO 00 0000 0000 
ONE 10 0000 0051 
HALF 50 0000 0050 
NINES 99 9999 . 9999 
FOUR IJ) 0000 0051 
THREE 30 0000 0051 
TWO 20 0000 0051 
OCT 80 0000 0051 
DEC 75 0000 0050 
TWELV 12 0000 0052 
DELTN 10 0000 0050 
SVEN 00 0000 0007 
. ' FRAC 66 6666 6750 
Fig. 5-10 (Cont.)' 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The development of a high speed computer program to evaluate beam 
constants for use in the carry-over moment procedure has been the purpose 
of this study. 
The number of instructions in the program has been held to a mini-
mum by expressing the beam constants in terms of recurring integrals 
which could be evaluated by supplying appropriate upper limits in equiv-
alent algebraic expressions and by expressing succeeding beam constants 
in terms previously defined. 
Using the program presented the computer will evaluate constants for 
beams with either-one parabolic haunch or two symmetrical parabolic 
,, 
haunches for which~ is expressed as a multiple of one-tenth and w does 
not exceed two. If beam constants are desired for w greater than two the 
number of terms in the subroutines for functional evaluation should be 
checked for accuracy. 
The output from the computer may be listed on the IBM 402 Tabulator. 
Plate I shows typical results of such tabulations for a symmetrical beam 
for which 
w = LO, 
~ = 0.1-0.5 
From Chapter 5 and plate I the beam for which 
w = LO, 
~ = 0.3 
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-"PLATE I 
Tabulated Constants 
w = LU, /3 = O. 1 ... O. 5 
1000100001 2905140250 1639384150 2905140250 4098460949 4135960949 4098460949 4135960949 
1000106001 0000000000 0000000000 6178512349 6178512049 6315527449 5541497049 
1000109001 5852543049 4504481049 4689558049 3167466049 2726573049 1630451049 
1000200001 2526261050 1562787650 2526261050 3906969049 4040302349 3906969049 4040302349 
1000206001 0000000000 0000000000 5964048549 5964049049 6067359749 5360737049 
1000209001 5570671049 4357426049 4373982049 3054115049 2422136049 1558226049 
1000300001 2188819950 1444752950 2188819950 3611882249 3874382249 3611882249 3874382249 
1000306001 0000000000 0000000000 5606609249 5606609049 5663373649 5049844049 
1000309001 5120138049 4093080049 '3896282049 2842467049 2102808049 1441250049 
1000400001 1884941050 1293156150. 1884941050 3232890349 3632890349 3232890349 3632890349 
1000406001 0000000000 0000000000 5106193849 ${06194049 5111444549 4600943549 
1000409001 4526512049 3700761049 3371631049 2§49814049 1806545049 1290088049 
1000500001 · 1606747650 1115873850 1606747650 2789684349 3310517649 2789684349 331051'7649 
1000506001 0000000000 0000001JOOO 44628-03549 . 44o2lf03S4R '14'2ZJ8Tlf441) 40T0423649. 
1000509001 3863797249 3203876849 2857954049 2200587049 1532499049 1113038049-
Vl 
00 
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is given by line~ 7,8, and 9 where the identification numbers are of the 
form 
100030n001, 
and the coefficients (Figo 6-1) are used with Eqso (4-13) to (4-19) in-
elusive and related equations in chapter 3 to obtain the desired con-
stants. The angular live load functions for 
n = Ool, 0.2, Oo3, 0.4 
are obtained from symmetry. 
Beam constants have been computed for all combinations of 
W = Ool-2o0 
/3 = 0.1-LO 
for unsymmetrical beams and 
f3 = O .1----0 • 5 
for symmetrical beams. Comparisons were made with values presented in 
(2) and the results published in (3). 
·~. . 
t (UL) t (DL) t (UL) t (DL) f "RA g fAB BA '"RA A "R A "R 
.2189 .1445 .2189 .0361 .0387 .0361 .0387 
(a) 
n 0.1 Oo2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Oo6 0.7 Oo8 0.9 
t (LL) 
BA .0144 00284 .0409 .0505 .0561 ,!!0566 ~0512. ,00390 00210 
t (LL) 
AB .0210 .0390 .0512 00566 00561 .0505 .0409 .0284 .0144 
(b) 
Fig. 6-1.-Beam Constants For w = 1.0, f3 = 0.3. 
Computations requiring the use of these constants are normally such 
that four place accuracy 'is sufficient. 
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